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WLU: Without Library Use?
By Bryan Leblanc
Over 250 journals and periodicals
are being cut from the Library. It is
estimated that this cost cutting
measure will save between $36,000
and $37,000.
"The university (administration)
has not increased its library base
funding since 1985-86,"says Chief
Librarian Erich Schultz.
Though base funding has not
increased, the provincial Excellence
Fund has contributed $60,000 and
$104,100 in 1986-87 and 1987-88
respectively. Excellence Fund
moneys are given to universities on
the conditions that the member
school provide an audit and show
the targeted funds were spent as
intended.
According to Schultz the recent
cuts were made upon realization
that last year's Library acquisitions
fund was between $15,000 and
$20,000 over budget. Considering
this deficit and allowing for inflation,
it was decided a cut back in the
neighbourhood of $40,000 was
needed. Serial expenditures account
for approximately 40% of the
acquisition budget.
Department heads were asked to
prioritize the journalsrelated to their
department and 250 serials were
consequently axed. According to
Dr. Jerry Hall, Chair of the
Geography Department, these cuts
will result in a reduction of research
quality because journals offer
information which is at "the cutting
edge of the subject area".
An agreement between WLU, the
University of Waterloo and the
University of Guelph is intended to
soften the blow. This agreement, to
help rcduce duplication between the
libraries, is complimented by an on-
line search system which allows
access between the three instit-
utions. Schultz said that "not all,
but a good number of them (the cut
serials)" should be available from
the other two schools.
Hall states, however, that "the
issue is accessibility. Students have
limited incomes and often cannot
afford the transportation costs of a
trip to Guelph. It is not just that it
would be nice to have these journals
here, quality may sufferif we don't".
Guelph and Waterloo are also
making cuts. "What we're cutting is
small potatoes compared to Guelph
and Waterloo," says Schultz.
Cutbacks in library spending at these
institutions are apparently to be
$200,000 and $400,000 respectively.
In a related matter, the Board of
Governors transferred $60,000 from
the Library Budget to the Academic
Development Fund surplus at their
November 24 meeting. This transfer
was made possible because of
decreased Library salary expen-
ditures in the first five months of this
fiscal year. This salary surplus was
primarily due to less overtime and
the delayed replacement of outgoing
staff.
Up until the late 1970'5,the Library
accounted for roughly 10% ofWLU's
ordinary operating budget (i.e.
excluding ancillary services). Since
1980, however, the Library has
received between 7.6% and 7.9%.
"It's decreasing all the time," said
Schultz. Though this percentage is
higher than most universities,
Schultz contends Laurier's Library
isrelatively new and thus "we have a
lot of catching up to do."
Distasteful food
By Janice Carter
"You can go to Forwell's and get stuff at these prices or less."
"The fish has got to go."
"I find it hard to keep within a $10 budget for food daily, and I don't
weigh 200 lbs."
These are justa few of the comments the Cordreceived when it asked
some Wilfrid Laurier University students how they felt about the food at
WLU, located at the Dining Hall, the Torque Room, and Wilfs.
The Cord's inquiries were triggered by WLUSU's Open Forum on
November 3at which one student asked about the quality and price of the
food as well as the size of the dining facilities. He wondered why prices
were so high, quality was so poor and the Dining Hall and Torque Room
have remained the same size even though Laurier's enrollment has
increased.
WLUSUPresident Dave Bussiere has been making inquiries of his own,
starting with the residents of Bouckaert HaJl. Two major complaints that
he found among the students were lack of variety on food offered and the
high cost of meal plans.
For answers, the Cord went to Earl Rayner, WLU's director of Food
Services, and Mike Somerville, chairman of the Food Services Committee.
The general consensus of students the Cord spoke to, including
Somerville, was that the prices for food at Laurier are too high.
"I agree with you (prices too high), but I have no control over that,"
commented Somerville.
Rayner said that Laurier's food prices are very reasonable. "We look at
what other universities are charging. We try to make sure that our staff
aren't wasting money...We're not a fast food restaurant. Like any business
when you're running a variety of things your costs must be higher. We
don't get as good a deal (on a hamburger) as McDonald's: our costs of
operating are much higher. We're not paying our staff minimum wage as
McDonald's does."
"In addition to buying the raw materials we have to add our labour on;
we also have to pay rent, heat, light, power, upkeep on equipment...We
have tried to minimize our costs and get rid of inefficiencies and at the
In for the kill: Keith Harris-Lowe was "high" in the air all night for the volleyball Hawks in their match against
the Waterloo Warriors last week. His efforts, however, were "blocked" by the fact the Warriors were on
average four inches taller than the Hawk side and Waterloo walked home with a 3-0 victory. Laurier's bumper
Hawks will be in action this Thursday, as the 2-2 women take on the Guelph Gryphonsat 6:00 and the men host
the Western Mustangs afterward at 8 p.m..
New Chair elected
CFS wants more action
SOURCE: National Bureau
OTTAWA (CUP) -- A retum to
student activism was the clarion call
that ushered in Carleton University's
Beth Brown as the new chair of the
Canadian Federation of Students.
"There has been a concern that
CFS is not having an ongoing impact
on public opinion and that's because
there hasn't been enough work done
to get the public on-side," said
Brown, elected at the 13th semi-
annual general meeting of the CFS
November 18.
"I don't think protests necessarily
alienate the public. 1 think it shows
them we are committed and it tells
them which issues are key to
students," said Brown.
Brown, a former student council
vice-president at Carleton University
and vice chair of the Ontario
Federation of Students, defeated
five other candidates at the 13th
semi-annual general meeting of the
CFS held in Ottawa November 18.
"You have to be brave enough to
say to our government: 'what you
are doing to post-secondary
education is wrong and you must
bring it in line with our vision,'" said
Brown, who was CFS campaign
coordinator last year. "1 didn't
chastise my grandmother when she
marched on parliament hill about
the de-Indexation of the pension
plan. That was something she and a
lot of people believed in. Lobbying
the government is important, but it
isn't enough."
Brown's attitude seems in line
with a number of motions passed at
the meeting calling for "grassroots"
action at university and college
campuses. The organization plans
to hold a National Week of Action in
January which will include:
*a postcard campaign demanding
that federal money given to the
provinces for post-secondary
education be spent on
post-secondary education.
*a Day of Mourning on which
students will be encouraged to wear
black armbands to mourn the state
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STAFF MEETING!!!
Friday, November 27,1987
BE THERE or be dirty underwear
Pay cheques might be ready for pick up
it isvery lateat nightand there is still this small spaceto fill,
so now for our first staffbox ramble of the year...oh, it is
much too taxing to do this... and the band played
on...thank you David Byrne for your late night inspiration
..bon soir
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same time maintain the quality...The
government mandates that we have
to operate on a break even basis
plus or minus one per cent."
When asked specificallyabout the
food quality, most students agreed
that the food is at least satisfactory,
if not better; while recognizing that it
is cafeteria food and cannot be
compared with a gourmet meal.
One first-year computing
student's comment reflected the
typical student's sentiment, "The
food offered at this facility is perhaps
not always pleasing, but, none-
theless, it is more than satisfactory."
One problem that the administra-
tion does recognize, is the need for
more variety in meal plan size.
Rectifying this problem is one of
Bussiere's pet projects for this year.
As he says, "You're less likely to
lose money now than you were two
years ago...just because something
is better, doesn't mean you stop
trying to improve it...l'd like to see
more variety in plans.
Second-year Arts student Todd
Donovan agrees, "I think they should
have some sort of system where you
can put down $1000 and you can
add after that."
One final ongoing issue in food
services is that of expansion.
Administration has been considering
expansion possibilities in the last
few years, but presently that is
unnecessary.
Somerville stated, "The Dining
Hall was built for residence student,...
that (residence capacity) hasn't
changed much...We don't think it
(the reopening of MacDonald house
as a residence) is going to create an
overflow. It may require that some
students adjust their dining
schedules. If they decide to put up
another residence well have to
(expand the dining hall).
Somerville added, "There's also
the upstairs balcony in the Dining
Hall, and rarely is that full. It would
be hard to justify an expansion of
the Torque room when the Dining
Hall is virtually vacated most of the
time. Once the Torque Room and
the Dining Hall are jammed, then
they'll (administration) have to
expand."
Both Rayner and Somerville
stressed to the Cord, in Rayner's
words, "The Food Service
Committee is there to act as a
liaison between administration and
the student body."
Somerville emphasized that
suggestion boxes are there for
students to give input to the
committee as to what needs
improvement, and what students
like and don't like. The suggestion
boxes are behind the utensil stands
in both the Dining hall and the
Torque room.
"We welcome suggestions, it's
those suggestions that lead us to
new discussion that we haven't
thought of before...but try to make
the suggestions specific."
Somerville was also eager to point
out that the Dining Hall is not justfor
residence students as many non-
residence people believe. He urges,
"We'd just like people to try the
Dining Hall just once. They'll be
surprised at how much hassle they
eliminate."
On a more positive note, other
students were quite pleased with the
food at Laurier. "It's better than
what I eat at home," said first-year
Science student David Crooks.
"I like it, I think it's really good
quality," said third-year Arts student
Suzanne Greenhous.
"I think the food is actually pretty
good, and the morning staff are very
friendly," stated Jamie AWcom, first-
year Business.
Canadascrewed
with free trade
EDMONTON (CUP) --The question of how graphic I can get
came uprecently at the University of Alberta when the student newspaper
printed an anti-free trade cartoon.
An editorial cartoon in the October 22 issue of The Gateway depicted a
beaver, tail in the air and held by a nude Uncle Sam, lying over a barrel with
the words "Free Trade"on it. Student council members narrowly defeated
a motion to censure the editors of the Gateway for printing the cartoon.
The Gateway also received a letter from the council executive
requesting a printed apology for the cartoon.
The letter, signed by Vice-President External Paul La Grange, said "the
cartoon...should NOT have been published in a Students' Union publi-
cation...we trust that this type of material will not be published in future
issues of the Gateway."
"I'm surprised at the way the SU executive have reacted," said Rod
Campbell, editor-in-chief of the paper. "We have not had any letters of
complaint."
The sponsor of the motion which was defeated by three votes, David
Tupper, said about six complaints had been made to him about the
cartoon. Concerns were raised about the "portrayal of bestiality".
"The cartoon is provocative, but not explicit," said Campbell. "This is a
university newspaper, which is supposed to be a little more liberal-minded
than family-oriented major dailies."
"I thought the cartoon was funny, and it acted as a nice balance to the
pro-free trade editorial we ran on October 14."
Sherri Ritchie, Gateway managing editor, said the cartoon was purely
symbolic and represented the artists' opinion. "Many people said they
didn't understand it," she said.
Kevin Klapstein, Science representative to council, said in debate, "The
cartoon is offensive, but I find censorship even more offensive."
Trying to understand domestic violence
By Wendle Beaton
This year Anselma House ofKitchener, a refuge for
battered women, has so far turned away 1% victims,
because of a shortcoming in facilities. The only
alternative for battered women is the Young Women
Christian Association which has, in the same period of
time, turned away 365 cases.
So said Sue Coulter on November 17 in L-205 of
WLU's Library as part of the NDF club's speaker
series.
Coulter may be familiar to some people as the local
provincial NDF candidate for the Kitchener-Waterloo
area. She is also an active force behind Anselma
House —a shelter in Kitchener for victims of domestic
violence.
"Anselma is a nordic word meaning divine
protection," Coulter said in reply to a question about
the etymology of 'Anselma.' She stressed that she was
not speaking on behalf of Anselma House but rather as
a concerned citizen in the community.
When speaking of the shelters themselves she said,
"Shelters are a band-aid not the answer."
Coulter's forty-five minute speech was both poignant
and informative. Actual cases and statistics enabled
one to truly understand just how prevalent and violent
these relationships can be.
"Assaulted women have always been a part of
society...lt's nota recent phenomenon," stated Coulter.
She spoke of date 'rape' which is a violent attack by a
familiar person who intimidates, threatens, orotherwise
forces one into acting against their will.
A politician herself, Coulter said, "This really is a
political issue." Coulter urges the community to get
involved with this problem. "We are victims because
we are surrounded by injustice and we accept it."
She described graphically the physical, sexual, and
psychological denigration 1 in 10 women must cope
with everyday. She spoke of the shame and
embarrassment victimized women experience.
"Women want to take pride in their marriage not admit
failure." One of the biggest problems for these women
stated Coulter is that they tend to isolate themselves
and feel trapped into a violent marriage.
Therefore, unable to admit defeat in their marriage
as well as experiencing an acute sense of isolation,
many women stay with abusive husbands. Their only
source of support comes from their spouseand usually
they are unskilled in terms of making a living on their
own.
Women are not the only victims of wife assault, the
children too have an extremely low self image due to
their explosive environment. Showing actual statistics,
Coulter proved 85 to 90 per cent of assaulting men
were subjected to a violent, childhood upbringing.
It is Coulter's intent that education be organized to
teach both children and adults how to understand and
deal with domestic violence. She said that a remedy to
the social problem can onlycome through learning that
violence in the home is wrong and must be helped.
Coulter concluded by saying Anselma House is
entirely a volunteer organization, open 24 hours a day
everyday. Questions concerning any aspect of wife
assault or domestic violence may be answered by
phoning Anselma House volunteers at 742-5894.
Cord photo by Ross Smellie
Domestic violence is not only statistics, but a moral and political problem
which must be faced. This is the opinion of Sue CouJter, who spoke inL-205
last Tuesday evening.
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Low in quality and high in price
continued from page 1
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of use in Canada,
*a one-hour boycott of classes
from 11:00 am to 12:00 pm, on
January 19, 1988.
Brown went neck and neck with
Gavin Humphreys, vice-president
external of the University of Guelph
Graduate Students Union and five
ballots were taken before a clear
winner emerged. Humphries is
currently the CFS liaison on the
National Graduate Council, the
graduate student wing of the CFS.
Brown won the tight race on what
some call her sensitivity to regional
concerns and others call her lack of
commitment to one national voice
for students.
"I have a lot of regionally based
support. I have made a lot of friends
in the Atlantic for instance through
CFS and I am seen as sensitive to
their concerns," said Brown. "I
believe in strong regional
representation feeding into a strong
national representation.
Humphreys was also interested in
a more active CFS campaign, but
was concerned about regional
factions within the organization.
"I wanted to stress an increased
national focus and reduced
regionalism," said Humphreys. "If
we allow regional interests to control
the federation then we are similar to
the federal government. As students,
we are the future leaders of this
country and it's scary to think that
we're offering a perpetuation of the
regional fragmentation that exists.
"I was more of a hard-liner. I took
stands on things and Beth was a bit
more conciliatory to the regions. 1
also think there is some anti-grad
sentiment, particularly strong in the
Atlantic," said Humphreys. "I was
also seen as more supportive of the
union than some people would have
liked."
CFS staff are unionized, but the
chief executive officer was removed
from the bargaining unit last year,
which weakened the union's
position. Humphreys supported a
motion to reverse that move. The
motion was defeated.
Brown will replace Tony
Macerollo when his second term as
chair ends in May 1988.
"This is the third year in arow that
someone from Carleton will be
chair," said Humphreys,referring to
Macerollo's two year term and
Brown's upcoming one. "That
campus is seen as somewhat right of
centre."
Brown herself is reluctant to place
herself anywhere on the political
spectrum. "I'm not a member ofany
political party, and as chair 1 have to
be non-partisan. I'm out to get the
best deal for students. I know I'm
not right. I'd say I was middle-left but
that sounds wishy- washy."
Other highlights of the meeting:
-a motion to give more voting
power to larger schools was defeated
26 to 19 •
-most of the sunset clause
"controversial" policies (supporting
South African products boycotts,
students in El Salvador and Chile,
the African National Congress, the
right to abortion, etc.) were re-
introduced for debate at the May
meeting.
-a policy opposing free-trade was
introduced for debate at the May
meeting.
Cord photo by Rob Mann
Wilfrid Laurier's Birthday was celebrated with a guest speaker who
described the acheivements of the man after which our univeristy takes its
name.
Amnesty International deals reality
By Erika Sajnovic
"Collectively is how you make a difference...unity makes a
difference."
Jacquelyn Doucette is the acting President of the Wilfrid
Laurier University Amnesty International Club (WLUAIC),
which received its club status on November 8 at a WLUSU
Board of Directors meeting.
Although the WLUAIC does not as yet have an executive
or official members, 25 prospective members expressed
interest in the club at an information session held last week.
"When you expect about 10 people to show up and you
have to speak with 25, you are a little surprised," added Matt
Certosimo, an active member of the club.
Doucette explained that the members of the club will be
"committed to get involved" with the different levels of the
club. She described that the letter writing process is one
which a smaller percentage is involved in, and a larger
percentage work on the 'word of mouth' concept.
The letters which are written on behalf ofprisoners are sent
to the leader of the respective country, the ambassador of
that country in Canada and sometimes even to the Canadian
Prime Minister, in an attempt to receive some form ofaction
through the highest levels in government.
Doucette outlined the three main objectives of Amnesty
International:
*the release of men and women detained anywhere for their
beliefs, colour, sex, ethnic origin, language or religion,
provided that they have neither used nor advocated
violence —these are termed 'prisoners of conscience';
*fair and early trials for ail political prisoners and works on
behalf of such persons detained without trial;
*disposal of the death penalty, torture or other cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of all
prisoners without reservation.
The WLU Amnesty International Club will provide the
WLU community with an opportunity to participate in related
AI campaigns. The club also seeks to increase awareness at
the university concerning the nature and reality of human
rights in a universal context (Universal Charter of Human
Rights).
Doucette stated that students at university are streamlined
and this organization will give them a chance to really see
what is going on beyond this community.
Apprehension because of ignorance and not wanting
association with politics or activism, isa misconception about
the Amnesty International movement, said Doucette.
"(They can) actively get involved and make amends to
some of the situations in other countries," added Doucette.
The WLUAIC will be having its general meeting for
recruitment, general information and the election of an
executive in January.
More student lobbying
continued from page 1
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Serial killings
In case you haven't heard our Library went over
budget last year by $20,000 in acquisitions (books,
journals etc). Base funding for the library has not
been increased since the 1985-86 fiscal year. As a
result, this year, 250 periodicals and journals have
been discontinued in order to save an estimated
$37,000.
So far, this fiscal year Library salaries are under
budget by $60,000. On Tuesday, the administration
quickly gobbled up this surplus as the Board of
Governors (BOG) passed a budget update. The
$60,000 surplus was taken from the Library and
transferred to the Academic Development Fund.
Had the BOG allowed the Library to substitute
the salary surplus with the acquisitions deficit, these
250 serials would still be available.
Did they consider this option? We may never
know as the BOG went in camera to discuss the
budget update. The reason?—to discuss 'sensitive'
issues. What could be sensitive about a budget that
is public information?
Though base funding has not increased in the last
two years, the Library has received two installments
from the Ontario government's Excellence Fund—
$60,000 in 1986-87 and $104,000 in 1987-88.
The Excellence Fund is intended to replenish
resources depleted over years of Tory underfunding.
There are a number of conditions attached to these
funds. The university must provide an audit and the
expenditures must be in addition to the 'normal'
operating budget.
Considering inflation and increases in enrollment,
Laurier's administration is not providing the Library
with a 'normal' operating budget. Instead, they are
using the Excellence Fund to maintain the status
quo. The Senate Library Committee asked for an 8%
increase for monographs (books) and a 12% hike for
serials. What they received was an overall 4.5%
increase—coming directly from the Excellence
Fund.
With this incentive, new journals and periodicals
should be acquired instead of cutting existing titles.
This would be a true drive for 'Excellence.'
Instead, the administration is using the fund to
combat inflation and increased enrollment with this
fund. This is a bastardization of the Excellence
Fund.
Was this misuse of the Excellence Fund the
reason the BOG went in camera? Maybe WLU
should be next on the provincial auditor's list.
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Keep Canada free, trade Brian
Guest Comment
By
Scott Piatkowski
In 1983, fresh from the excitement of closing down
Shefferville, a Conservative leadership hopeful
expressed the following position on the question of
Free Trade: "It affects Canadian sovereignty and we
will have none of it, not during leadership campaigns
or at any other time." He added that Free Trade
would be tantamount to "sleeping with an elephant. If
it rolls over, you're a dead man. And I'll tell you when
he's going to roll over. He's going to roll over in times
of economic depression, and they're going to crank
up those plants in Georgia and North Carolina and
Ohio, and they're going to be shutting them down up
here."
As late as February, 1985 this politician was still
promising that "there is no question of us seeking an
agreement with the United States in the domain of
free trade." October of 1987, however, saw the very
same man proudly announce that his government
had negotiated a Free Trade deal which the
American President has ominously dubbed, "a new
economic constitution for North America."
The generic name for this process is lying. Brian
Mulroney (the politician in question) was elected in
1984 on false pretenses. His government was not
elected upon any promise to pursue Free Trade; it
was elected upon a promise not to pursue Free
Trade. Brian Mulroney has no right to make this
major change in Canada's destiny without an
electoral mandate.
Furthermore, the Mulroney government has been
misguided in its embrace of the concept of Free
Trade. The idea is workable only on a multilateral
level when no one country is economically dominant.
Our nation was built upon the principle of tariff
walls. The sole reason that many of the Canadian
branch plants located here was to gain exemption
from these protective tariffs (not, as Pat Carney
would have us believe, because they thought Canada
was "a nice place to live"). Under Free Trade, many
firms would have no reason to remain in Canada.
The President of Campbell's Soup has already said
that, in the event of Free Trade, he would
immediately shut down his Canadian operations and
supply the entire Canadian market form one hour's
production of his Chicago plant.
Likewise, the standard of living which Canadians
take for granted would be jeopardized by Free Trade.
Regional development, for instance has consistently
been viewed as an "unfair subsidy" by American
business interests and trade panels. On the so-called
"level playing field", this sort of equalization would be
strictly taboo. Free Trade would do little, therefore,
to benefit what John Crosbie has called "Canada's
Third World". In addition, such benefits such as
Unemployment Insurance have been ruled to be
unfair subsidies. Will health insurance, paid maternity
leave, and family allowance also be construed as
unfair?
If the subsidy argument does not convince a
government that has already proven itself to be less
than friendly toward social programs, there wouid
then be the arguments of Canada' business elite to
contend with. In order to compete with the more
"efficient" (read exploitative) industries south of the
border, they would insist, Canada cannot afford to
fund expensive social programs. Frankly, I am not at
all comforted by any of Brian Mulroney's assurances
about "sacred trusts".
In order to encourage the protectionist U.S.
Congress to agree to negotiations, the Conservatives
threw away several major "bargaining chips" before
the process even began. Both the Foreign Investment
Review Agency and the National Energy Program
were gutted soon after the 1984 election. Bill C-22
(the drug patent legislation) was rammed through
Parliament at the demand of American lobbyists and
with little regard to the needs of the Canadian
people. Mulroney also committed the unforgivable
blunder of allowing Congress to impose the timetable
for negotiations. As the deadline approached, the
Conservatives became increasingly desperate for a
deal—any deal.
While the wording of the deal says that it excepts
culture, it does nothing of the sort. Differential postal
rates on magazines will be removed as will tariffs on
printed and recorded material. Government
procurement (such as school textbooks) will also be
opened to American companies. These provisions
affects the very core of Canadian culture.
The so-called binding disputes settlement
mechanism has been praised by Mulroney as
Canada's greatest negotiating achievement. This
tribunal, however, will determine only if existing
American trade laws have been followed. There is no
recourse against unfair laws.
The Auto Pact (which was "not on the table") has
been emasculated by the deal. The sixty per cent
Canadian content rule has been replaced by fifty per
cent North American content.There is no guarantee
that cars or parts will continue to be built in Canada,
and no incentive for new factories to locate here.
While the flaws of the deal are literally too
numerous to mention, a final aspect of the deal
should be scrutinized. The definition of an "unfair
subsidy" will not be determined until seven years into
the deal. By this time, our only "bargaining chip"
would be to threat abrogation of the treaty. Seven
years is more than enough time to have made the
negative effects of the deal all but irreversible.
The Mulroney government was not elected to
negotiate Free Trade. It embraced the concept of
Free Trade based upon misconceptions and false
assumptions. Worst of all, it negotiated a deal by
which our cultural, economic, and political
sovereignty are doomed. The deal must not be
allowed to go into effect!
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DAC: this is WLU, not the WWF
The Dean's Advisory Council(DAC) is a disciplinary
body of seven students plus the Dean of Students. Our
function is to interpret the laws governing non-academic
behaviour of registered students at Wilfrid Laurier
University. The Council also investigates matters which
affect the students.
It has come to that time of year, the post midterm,
pre-final crunch. Consequently, at this time there is a
greater amount of stress and frustration prevalent.
However, this year the venting of this pressure has
been overly detrimental to the university community.
There is a marked increase in fighting (i.e., six incidents
in the past week) and vandalism ($3,000 total damage
to the university over the past two weeks). Granted,
these are isolated incidents not caused by the majority
of students but this is of substantial concern to the
university administration and serious repercussions
may ensue.
Surely as university students we do not want to see
the campus atmosphere deteriorate to a level that
individual safety is a concern.
It is the feeling of the Dean's Advisory Council that
immediate attention must be given to the implications
of the recent increase in alcohol related incidents on
campus. If we, on behalf of students, do not take steps
to rectify the alarming situation then others will be
doing it for us. Some concerns we have are: loss of
licence which (has happened on other campuses),
restriction on alcohol events throughout the campus,
i.e. floor parties, special bars, Turret and Wilf's.
Over the next few weeks, the Dean's Advisory
Council will be dealing with specific occurrences,
procedures and regulations governing our licensed
lounges, and invited suggestions from members of the
student body.
The easiest solution to all of these problems and
potential ones is to keep the Turret and Wilf's open by
acting responsibly and maintaining self control. The
following are the policies outlined by the
LLBO/University as stated in the Student Handbook,
page 37.
1) Be ye reminded that the risk of losing this licence
depends on you as an individual to respect the rules
insisted upon by the Liquor Licence Board of Ontario.
2) Violence and abusive conduct of any nature will not
be tolerated. Offenders will be dealt with severely by
the Dean's Advisory Council. Repercussions could
result in expulsion from the university.
3) House rules have been designed to protect the
Liquor Licence at the Turret and Wilf's. Failure to
comply with many of the rules could result in permanent
suspension of the university licence.
4) The liquor board has generously allowed all campuses
licensed under this amendment to allow post-secondary
educational students, staff,a and faculty in the Province
of Ontario.
5) Alcoholic beverages may not be taken or consumed
outside the licensed area. It is an offence to consume or
have alcoholic beverages in an unlicensed area. The
licence holder is responsible for keeping all alcoholic
beverages sold by the management on the licensed
premises.
6) The licence holder shall not permit any drunkenness,
quarrelsome or disorderly conduct to take place.
Gambling and the use of illegal drugs are offences
under the Criminal Code of Canada and the Good and
Drug Administration Act and/or the Narcotics Control
Act, respectively.
7) Wilful damage of Turret or Wilf's property may result
in charges laid accordingly and forfeit of membership.
This is WLU not the WWF!
Dean's Advisory Council
Chairman, Vince Hamilton
Letters to the editor
Moscow press or union made?
Editor,
In last weeks Cord, Scott
Fiatkowski and Stephen Deschenes
spoke about the unfair coverage
and irresponsible journalism in the
Cord. How poetic that the NDP
come to the rescue of this socialist
paper. Is it because the paper gets
it's editorials and news coverage
from Moscow, or is it because the
Cord is union made?
How can anything uttered by
Piatkowski be taken seriously? Last
week, this NDP campus president
made comments directed towards
our association based on the views
of a student. Piatkowski naturally
assumed he was a Conservative and
directed his comments towards us.
This shows the archaic weak stance
taken by this president.
These communist, back tracking
NDP theories are prominently
shown by his federal leader Ed
Broadbent. When the Free Trade
Accord was announced, Broadbent
claimed Canada should only trade
within the General Agreement on
Trade and Tariffs. Last week when
GATT handed down it's preliminary
ruling on Canada's Alcohol and
Fishing Industries, Broadbent
wanted Canada to ignore GATT.
He wishes to have it both ways.
Broadbent looks at the polls and
hopes one day he will overcome this
losing image and win an election. My
advice to Ed is that only one poll
counts and that is Election Day. On
that day, Broadbent will still be a
loser. One point is definitely clear;
Conserva ives founded this country
and will never standby while Canada
collapses in the hands of Broadbent's
communists.
Bob Woodice-President Wilfrid
Laurier Progressive
Conservative Association.
My imagination
Is it my imagination, or did last
weeks' editorial in the Cord hit a
new low in stupidity? It certainly
must have taken effort to make a
mockery of what had the potential
to be that rarity in the Cord, a
pertinent and timely piece of
journalism.
It is reprehensible that the admin-
istration does nothing useful with its
huge surplus. I would like nothing
better than to stick a crowbar into
Jack Weir's wallet to let some of that
money be put to use. But I certainly
would not mount such a ludicrous
and libellous personal attack upon
him. I simply cannot understand
what you hoped to accomplish with
this editorial, other than to entrench
yourself more firmly as a pathetic
excuse for a newspaper.
By the way, I find it interesting
that your so-called NIMBY
syndrome appeared in an article in
the K-W Record over a week ago.
Not only is the Cord editorial staff
totally stupid, you are also entirely
unoriginal and plagiarists to boot.
Why do you not simply rename
yourself the National Encorder until
such time as you develop the
journalistic ability and creativity
necessary to write articles on
relevant issues without abusing your
position?
p.s. I would find it interesting to
see your reaction if a group home
for developmentally handicapped
adults opened in your neighbour-
hood. But on second thought, your
behaviour over the last month
indicates you already live in one.
Shawn Giilck
Turret talk
Letter to the Editor
We would like to express our
frustration with the article on Green
River published in last week's Cord.
There is no argument that the band
was indeed talented and very enter-
taining. We do, however, dispute
two facts; one, that second encores
is not a word in Turret vocabulary,
one would only have to visit the
Turret more than once or twice
during the evenings of live enter-
tainment to discern this; two, that
Wednesday nights have been
"notoriously lousy for crowds", and
Green River has been the only band
to raise crowd enthusiasm. If you
compare our Wednesday night
attendance with that of last year, the
average increase in attendance
exceeds 200%!, this certainly does
not rate a "lousy" in our books!
Dealing with the comment that
Green River has been the best band
so far at Laurier is a matter of
personal opinion, but from the
attendance point of view, where
were you the night of Hotel
California? Or how about Doug and
the Slugs, Spice and Chalk Circle if
we are talking about bands in general
and not just W.O.W. nights. We're
not looking for a pat in the back, but
we really would appreciate some
factual journalism.
The Wed. Night Committee
Board of Student Activities
Just grow up
Dear Editor,
Why can't fraternities and soror-
ities be recognized by W.L.U.S.U.,
if they obey the rules outlined for
club by W.L.U.S.U. and they don't
violate the law.
Are they sexist? No more then
any other men's or women's sport
team or association.
Would they be the only group,
W.L.U. to 'discriminate' on some
bases? No. Ie TAMIAE, male and
female sport teams or two political
parties on campus
Are they illegal, according to the
Ontario Human Rights Code (or
any law for that matter)? No, they
are exempt?
Are they elitist? No more then a
university a student population with
the highest socio-economic-standing
in not only Onartio, but Canada, or
a university that maintains a cut-off
average in the high seventies.
Are they a danger to W.L.U.'s
reputation? Not if they are mon-
inotored by a group, such as the
Greek council, with the authority to
regulately them.
Would W.L.U.S.U. be financially
responsible for fraternities' and
sororities' actions? Not unless it is
recognized and/or sauctioned by
W.L.U.S.U..
I don't understand why certain
people in W.L.U.S.U. are so up set
about this issue. Could it be that
certain W.L.U.S.U.ites have nothing
better to do or they want to appear
(and I stress appear) to be 'cham
pions of the oridinary student'. In
either case I have only one sug-
gestion — GROW UP before you
have to deal with issues of
importance!
Sincerely,
Scott D. Herbertson
Question
of the Week
By Paul Mitchell
What's the best cure for a hangover?
Dave Chant
2nd yr Honours Economics
Tylenol before bed, beer when you
get up.
Andy and Dave
3rd yr Drunks
Tomatoe juiceand marshmallows
John Cleminson
Ist yr Geography
Stick your head in a bucket of ice
Deanna MacDonald
Masters History
Make yourself throw up
Martha Smith
Business Diploma
More alcohol
Brenda Thorne
3rd yr Psychology
even more alcohol.
Jeff Harder
2nd yr General Economics
Get lots of sleep.
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The Scene
Grapeswereripe for the pickin'
By Ian t. Kelso
Well, she's walking through
the clouds
with a circus mind
that's running wild.
Jimi Hendrix
"We've got three weeks to go in
our tour, and then I'm going to eat
Christmas dinner every day; justeat
and eat and eat..."
The Grapes of Wrath's fatigued
drummer Chris Hooper tilted his
head back dreamily and sighed.
Kevin Kane, singer/guitarist,
emphatically agreed that he was
tired of touring. "Sometimes it's
hard to keep going," he added,
though a certain mischievous
sparkle never once left his eyes.
The third Grape, singer/bassist
Tom Hooper, never sat in one place
long enough to properly answer a
question.
The band had good reason for
being tired and restless. Their
performance at Fed Hall last Satur-
day must certainly have brought
them to such a state. After a tight
ninety-minute performance, in front
of an almost full house, any band
would be ready to pack it in for the
night.
The Grapes opened their showat
11:15pm with a recorded excerpt
from Treehouse. In it Kane and
Hooper were playing accordion,
while Tom Cochrane in another
room, was playing tambourine.
Cochrane of Red Rider fame,
produced this, their latest album.
Appearing as curlyand shaggy as
ever, the band zipped through such
old favorites as Lucky Man and A
Dream. The Fed Hall crowd
crammed the dance floor and the
front of the stage, a definitecontrast
to last years U of W concert. Of
course, their increased popularity
really was not much of a surprise as
their album is currently number one
on the CKMS-FM PlayKst.
Theirstage presentation remained
simple but effective. The three
Grapes, along with their tour key-
board player Vincent Jones, utilized
their music, confidence and senses
of humour to tantalize their
audience. The conventionally silent
gaps between songs were filled with
broadcasted conversation among
band members. They introduced
their material in an interesting
fashion. At one point, Kane said of
Treehouse, "This Christmas, give
the gift with reason."
Kane, after several problems with
guitar strings and amplifiers, ended
the set with an inspiring slide solo.
The band members each expressed
their thanks and Kane added "a
special thank-you to my shittyequip-
ment."
With a somewhat reserved
purveyance of appreciation, the
crowd murmured their want of an
encore. The Grapes of Wrath
returned to the stage as though the
response was routine. Their first
song was an unexpected cover of
the Sex Pistol's Holiday in the Sun.
With its violent rhythms and sharp
edged sound, the song juxtaposed
the dreamy, introspective feel of
much of the Grapes' material. Their
seco d song selection was equally
as strange. After inviting anyone in
the audience to come on stage to
sing "in the spotlight", the Grapes
caJUd for Waterwalk, the opening
act, to join them. Whatfollowed was
a marvdously silly, scream-it-out,
version of Cheap Trick's Surrender.
In the dressing room after the
show, Chris Hooper explained, "we
are not a party band." The fact that
people came to the show, filled the
dance floorand had a good time was
enough to keep the Grapes happy.
The Grapes of Wrath haul from
Vancouver, oras Kane puts it, "deep
in the heart of Vancouver." The
three members of the band grew up
together in Colona 8.C., but have
only carried their namesake for the
past four and a half years. Chris
Hooper is the only married member
of the group.
Interviewing the Grapes is a story
in itself. Their ardent love of soft
sarcasm and offbeat humour often
makes it difficult to decipher exactly
what they are trying to say. Kevin
Kane loves to play the stereotypical
rock star role, obviously inretaliation
to the many meaningless questions
he has had to answer in the past.
They are not bitter—they just love
to play cat and mouse.
Chris Hooper, easily the most
personable Grape, often would
explain a point when he felt it was an
important one. Probably the biggest
peeve the Grapes have is with
videos. Hooper explained, "theycan
never add to a song; they can only
take away."For an example he cited
Suzanne Vega's Luka. "I already
liked the song, so when I saw the
Who are these guys? Well, they are Kevin Kane, Chris Hooper, and Tom Hooper of the Grapes of Wrath,
probably Canada's freshest product. Tom Hooper is pictured bottom right. Thanks guys!
Waterwalkswimmingalong
By Ian t. Kelso
Waterwalk is a different band.
Their drummer takes photographs
of the audience during their show.
They have a classically trained
violinist. Their singer/guitarist has
his own line of 50's style clothing—
Dalewear. He is a frustrated cello
player. The bass player appears to
be normal, but then again...
None of this though, should be
taken in a negative sense. They are
an up-and-coming Canadian band
with an air of confidence and
direction. They also provided great
entertainment as the opening act for
the Grapes of Wrath at Fed Hall last
Saturday night.
Who is Waterwalk? Waterwalk is
Glenn (Ike) Eidsness, the shutterbug
drummer. Waterwalk is Lynne
Kellman, the master of bow and
fiddle. Waterwalk is David Kershaw,
the basic bassist. And most of all,
Waterwalk is Dale Darlington, the
fashion designer/chanteur/
strummer.
What is Waterwalk? Waterwalk is
four people who met at a party in
Vancouver and decided to start a
band of their own. They have an
album out under the Nettwerk label
which includes their semi-familiar
song Turn Your Face Away. There
is also a video.
When is Waterwalk? They are
now. They have not been around
that long.
Where is Waterwalk? At the
moment they are touring Canada
with the Grapes of Wrath. Although
they began playing clubs in the
Vancouver scene, they soon felt
rejected and hit the road. In the
future, thev would like to tour with
one of their favorite bands, Every-
thing But The Girl.
How is Waterwalk? Not bad.
There were definitely a few bugs to
iron out, but not bad. One of the
bands greatest downfalls was the
repetitive nature of their music.
Although there were a few songs
that really stood their respective
groundsas individuals, manysimply
blended into the vast peer group of
conforming rhythms. Essentially, it
is commonly referred to as formula
music. Optimistically speaking,
Waterwalk's central problem laid in
the fact that they played too many
songs. Asmaller, more eclectic song-
list would have shown them in a
much better light.
TheNew Music recently featured
Waterwalk along with the Grapes
and 54-40 in a segment on the new
Canadian sound. What is this sound?
Well, on the whole Waterwalk
reminds one of The Smiths meets
R.E.M., 50's style. Then again, even
these reference points are strained.
Utilizing only the basic tools of rock
n' roll, Waterwalk manages to
achieve full and interesting textures
which are complemented by nicely
blended vocal harmonies.
Unfortunately, their use of over-
powering drums did overdo it a bit.
Luckily this is only a sound problem,
and can be corrected at the turn of a
switch.
As Dale Darlington explained,
eventually he sees the band doing
movie soundtracks. To their credit,
they have done some work already
with student films in 8.C.. Versatility
is their forte. As well as singing and
playing guitar, Darlington is able to
play the cello and the saxophone.
Add a violin, drums and a bass
(acoustic and electric), and you have
a band that wants to make their
mark in music.
You also have Waterwalk.Waterwalk opened for Grap—of Wrath.
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continued on page 10.
video, I liked it too." Kevin added
over this: "Sometimes a bad video
can ruin a good song, because every
time you hear the song again, you
see the video in your mind...like that
kid running up the stairs in Luka."
They admitted it was a good pro-
motional tool, but would like to see it
extinct in a few years.
The Grapes of Wrath are
presently signed with Capitol
records after making their start with
the Vancouver based independent
label Nettwerk. They are presently
finishing their Canadian tour and
will be doing an extensive U.S. tour
in the new year. Their latest album
Treehouse just went silver (25,000
copies) in Canada and they are
planning another album in about a
year's time. As for their future, well,
Kane probably put it best. "We're a
pretty tough band...we're tough...
you can just call us Grapes of
i Rambo."
Childhood chaos in Life as a Dog
By Kirk Nielsen
Remember growing up? Think
hard. Okay, now remember that
time you broke your mother's vase,
or spilled something on the good
carpet, and sneaking into the attic to
flip through your first dirty magazine.
Did you get punished by your
parents, did your older brother beat
you up, well "it could have been
worse" as young Ingemar put it.
Ingemar is the confused 12-year-
old boy in Lasse Hallstrom's MyLife
As A Dog, a Swedish film that deals
with the universal problem of
growing up. However, the
protagonist in this film is so typical of
a kid his age there is something
devilish about him. Ingemar, skillfully
played by Anton Glanzelius, easily
captures the audience's attention as
he drives his mother insane with his
mischievous behaviour and his
attempts at pre-sexual explorations
with girl friend of his.
The movie opens with him
pondering his personal philosophy
"it could have been worse" as the
scene cuts to his older brother in an
old cellar explaining to a group of
youngsters how reproduction works
and asks Ingemar to help out in a
demonstration. What follows in this
scene has his mother asking him
why he does these things. The
camera fades to a shot of the stars
shining in the night as the confused
Ingemar philosophizes over Laika
the space dog who flew in Sputnik
and other things like an athlete who
had a javelin pierce him and the guy
who missed the world record of
jumping over buses by one bus. By
the end of the film he begins to
realize in his philosophical questions
that "it's important tokeep a certain
distance."
My Life As A Dog was based on
the autobiographical novel by Reider
Jonsson, and the movie won the
Film Critics' Award as Best Film of
the Year, and also won the Swedish
equivalent of the Academy Award.
The film was firstreleased in Sweden
in 1985 but is only now having its
Canadian premier presentation at
the Princess Cinema.
The movie follows a growing up
period in Ingemar's life, and when
his mother becomes too ill to handle
her boys we follow Ingemar as he
travels into the country to live with a
relatively unknown uncle. It is here
that the young boy discoversrelation-
ships, illness, death, love, and that it
is impossible to know what these
"crazy" adults want. His uncle is
building a summer house on some-
one else's property while listening to
the same song over and over and
discusses with Ingemar his hangups
with a co-worker s breasts.
Ingemar's summer involves the
death of his dog and his mother,
making friends with Saga—a girl
who wants to be a boy—and boxing
with his new mates in the loft of a
barn. One of the finer moments in
the film occurs in the makeshift
boxing ring and involves bowties,
boxing, and barking.
The film ends with Ingemar trying
to come up with the answers behind
the purpose of why Laika was sent
into space when it was obvious she
would die out there;and the Ingemar
beats champion Floyd Patterson.
This enjoyable Swedish film, sub-
titled in English, is guaranteed to put
a smile on your face, and even bring
back fine memories. Make sure you
catch this film at the Princess
Cinema; it plays there for the next
five days. And it is unlikely to appear
at any other theatre in town.
"It could have been worse!" This is what Ingemar kept saying throughout My Life As A Dog, the
award-winning Swedish film now playingat the Princess Cinema. A superb little film that is playing
tonight and continues through December 1 at the Princess.
On the Grapevine
continued from page 9.
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Merritt plays Princess
By Tony Burke
"When he rips my ticket it's which
way to the beach..." Scott Merritt
performed an energetic selection of
his best songs and some inventive
new material for an enthusiastic
audience at The Princess Cinema
Sunday night. It was obvious during
the two ninety-minute shows that
you don't need a hockey stick to find
success outside of Brantford.
In a time where virtually every
song that populates the airwaves
seems to be part of some Orwellian
mass production scheme, and the
computer simulated musicians are
stored on floppy disks, it isa relief to
find a truly unique and talented
performer cutting through the
monotony. Scott Merritt has been
slowly making a name for himself in
the music business for 15 years and,
with his fourth album due out in the
spring, he may finally attain the
recognition he deserves.
Merritt began his career playing
covers of King Crimson and Jimi
Hendrix in a Brantford highschool
garage band named Eos. Many of
his fans were brokenhearted when
Merritt changed his musical
direction to become a "folkie". After
years of soloing on the college coffee
house circuit, he arrived at a musical
style that is so unique and
imaginative that it defies
classification.
After searching invain for a major
label to finance and produce his
records, Merritt decided to release
his first album, Desperate
Cosmetics, independently in 1980.
Three years later Serious
Interference hit the record stores,
again without the support of a large
record company. This second album
spawned a single and video named
Transistor which managed to obtain
some local airplay. Finally, in 1985,
Duke Street Records gave Scott
Merritt that elusive contract he had
been searching for. Gravity Is
Mutual, Merritt's finest album yet,
saw its release in 1986 and left the
critics struggling to find words to
describe Merritt's talent as a song-
writer.
Gravity Is Mutual featured
producer Roma Baran, of Laurie
Anderson fame, and Merritt's
present band, bassist David
Woodhead, keyboardist Doug
Wilde, drummer Bob DiSalle, and
Manteca frontman Matt Zimbel,
percussion. Together with Scott
Merritt on guitar, mandolin, and
dulcimer, the band is playing a few
dates to preview the new material
before going into the studio. The
new album promises to be raw
sounding, as the show proved to the
audience.
The concert began at 8:00 p.m.
with a powerful extended version of
Transistor featuring an energetic
instrumental break that was nothing
short of fantastic. Alas, this was to
be the only song from Serious
Interference, and the first album
was ignored completely. Merritt
tends to find his older material less
interesting and desires to foige
ahead rather than dwell on the past.
This was evident as the band
launched into the new material after
the first song and continued to the
encore. While the songs were very
good, it was disappointing not to
hear the old favorites.
Some of the best songs from
Gravity Is Mutual managed to creep
into the set occasionally. Lockstep,
No Shirt No Service, and Raise A
Ship (For The Benefit Of Clergy)
drew strong applause from the
audience—and two brave souls felt
compelled to dance. The single
Overworked And Underprivileged
was preceded by an amusing story
ofa 16year-old boy who was charged
to chaperone a priest and six nuns
on a trip to Fort Lauderdale during
the Spring Break. The great music
was complemented by suitable
effects and impeccable sound.
Hopefully, the forthcoming album
will succeed in capturing the energy
and spontaneity of his live
performance and continue to elevate
him within the Canadian and Inter-
national music field. If not, perhaps
j it's not too late to learn how to
! skate.
Scott Merritt at Princess Cord photo by Robert Zilles
Philosophical Garbage
Garbage Pail By Steve McLean
Do totally trivial and unimportant things sometimes
become lodged in your cerebrum, so that you justcan't
get rid of them? I know I have that problem, but I have
found that if you write these things down, you can
cleanse your own brain of confusion and pass on the
problem to other people. So that's what I've done in this
column. If you feel you have some solutions to any of
these issues, please leave a message for me with one of
the charming fresh-faced youngsters in the Cord
offices. So here we go:
If you're faced with a night of drinking light beer,
don't you find that you drink 20% more of it to
compensate for the 1% less alcohol you get with it?
What's the deal with Bob Barker's hair?
Recently, I have lost 20 pounds and have noticed that
my fecal deposits have decreased in size Can any math
or science students explain this exponential relation
ship?
Why do I have trouble getting dates? I thought that
lines like "Wanna risk AIDS?" or "Let's breed" would
assuredly land me a nice steady girlfriend.
If France and the U.S. became involved in a small-
scale strategical nuclear war, whose side would Andre
the Giant fight on?
In my formative years before seeing the light and
embracing left-wing politics, I always used to think I'd
be a Conservative—just because my favorite colour
was blue. If your favorite colour was orchid purple, who
would you vote for?
If die-hard animal rights activists won't wear animal
furs or wool from sheep, are they doomed to wear
polyester for the rest of their lives?
If real men don't eat quiche, what don't real women
eat?
For what movie did Cy Sperling win the Academy
Award which sits behind him on his bookshelf in those
hair replacement commercials of his?
How can I escape my current state of depression
after realizing that I can't drink as much now as I could
when I was 16?
Is it true that The Flintstones was the top-rated
television show in Hungary 10 years ago?
Don't you ever wonder what old, early 70s Leafs like
Dune Wilson and Tim Ecclestone are doing today?
Wouldn't it be neat if the ghost of Mae West was
walking around us right now and we didn't even know
it?
Were all of Elvis' songsreally written by The Honky
Tonk Man? For that matter, were all of Buddy Holly's
classic tunes actually written by George The Animal
Steele?
Why doesn't Labatts own up to it and justcome out
and admit that Schooner is really a light beer?
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Bronson blasts another bloodbath
By Martin Hollyer
In 1974, a movie touched a nerve
in people affecting the way they felt
about the law in a violent society
where crime seems to run rampant
and unpunished—Death Wish.
It told the compelling story of a
successful architect named Paul
Kersey, played by Charles Bronson,
whose values are traumatically
altered as he takes to the street to
extoll vigilante justice after his wife
and daughter become victims of
horrible crimes. Thus Death Wish
raised questions in people
concerning how they would react
under similar circumstances. The
answers were especially disturbing
to those who believed in the
supremacy of law because the movie
showed law does not always follow
justice.
Thirteen years, two sequels, and
99 body bags later Death Wish IV
has arrived in theatres. It, like the
other Death Wish sequels, is a very
different type of film.
A project of the highly exploitive
Cannon Film Company, Death Wish
IVs Paul Kersey has very much
become a symbol of the Reagan
era—modern day Robin Hood
practicing his own brand of justice in
the traditional Reagan style ofkilling
the poor who steal from the rich.
Kersey slaughters more people in
one movie than Norman Bates has
killed in all three Psycho films. He is
a mass murderer who would exter-
minate if someone stepped on his
dog's tail. What remains is a
character who one feels little
sympathy for. The fact that the
filmmakers try to portray him as a
hero only highlights that the line
between good and evil is often very
thin in Hollywood films.
The specifics of the plot entail
Kersey going on a wild anti-drug
crusade (Nancy R. would be proud)
after the daughter of his girlfriend
dies from an overdose of cocaine.
After he has killed an uncountable
number of high-level drug traffickers
his girlfriend is killed, giving him an
excuse to really go ape.
Charles Bronson admittedly gives
a more convincing performance in
Death Wish IV than in Death Wish
111. This is due to the fact that the
role in this film is more suited to his
age. Bronson knows the role and
lightheartedly plays it with the
realization that Death Wish IVis not
going to have the same emotional
impact as the original.
As an escapist action-adventure
movie the film does have
possibilities. This is the vein in which
the film was intended. Particularly
humorous are the incidents when
Bronson pulls a miniature automatic
submachine gun out of his lunchbox
and when he pushes a drug trafficker
out of a fourteenth story window to
land on this villain's car hood.
However, the humour in a film
like this depends on the main
character ingenuity at killing his
enemies and his ability to come up
with good one-liners to use against
villains just before they die in
agonizing pain—aspects, for the
most part, lacking in this film.
The end result is a movie without
the emotional punch of the original
and not delivering fully on its
potential as a humorous action-
adventure. The only death wish this
leaves on the audience as they leave
the theatre is the hope that Cannon
films do not come out with another
sequel.
Entertainment Quiz
By The Backyard Escape
(Half-past dead)
Questions:
1. Who produced Thunderclap Newman's Hollywood Dream album?
2. Who portrayed the psychotic and pathetic—killer drug—dealer Feck
in River's Edge?
3. What is the last song, the very last, on the last Beatles album?
4. Who played Walter "Radar" O'Reily in the original movie M.A.S.H.?
5. In what city was the U2 video Where The Streets Have No Name shot?
6. What was the name of Maude's tv husband on Maude?
7. What is the very first thing you see in the film A Clockwork Orange?
8. Who are Rob and Laura Petry?
9. Who co-produced the new Robbie Robertson album along with
Robertson?
10.Who did the artwork for The Band's debut album Music From Big
Pink?
Answers:
1.FeteTownshend
2.DennisHopper
3.HerMajesty
4.GaryBurghoff
5.LosAngeles
6.Walter
7.anorangescreen
8.DickvanDykeandMaryTylerMoore
9.DanielLanois
10.BobDylan
Power ofthe MountainKing
By Tony Van Noggeren
Welcome to the Hall of the
Mountain King! Savatage are a hard
rock quartet from Florida who have
been together almost ten years, and
have released four albums and an
EF in the last three years. Hall of the
Mountain King is the best of their
releases as it is very modern
sounding, while still remaining true
to their Black Sabbath and Led
Zeppelin influences.
In 1985, Savatage flooded the
market with an album and EP (Sirens
and The Dungeons Are Calling) on
Combat Records, along with their
first Atlantic release, Power of the
Night. 1986 saw the release of Fight
for the Rock, a very commercial
outing for the band which failed to
capture the large audience that the
band had set its sights on.
Fortunately, following the failure of
its commercial effort, Savatage have
returned to what they do best and
Hall of the Mountain King is the
brilliant result.
No song on this album can be
singled out as low quality, boring or
lacking in any way. 24 Hours Ago
opens the album, and is very in-
dicative of the entire album. This is
followed by Beyond The Doors Of
The Dark, Legions, and the
magnificent Strange Wings. Strange
Wings is a heavy, yet very melodic,
tune which allows the vocals of Jon
Oliva to sparkle. Ray Gillan, formerly
of Black Sabbathand Blue Murder,
contributes back-up vocals to this
tune.
The second side opens with lead
guitarist Criss Oliva doing battle
with an orchestra in the instrumental
Prelude to Madness which builds up
to the album's title track. This song
strongly portrays the many talents
of the band, and as their first single
and video from this album it should
bring some well deserved attention
to Savatage in the form of album
sales. The Price You Pay is
accessible without selling out, but it
sharply contrasts the next song
White Witch, an anti-cocaine tune
which is the closest Savatage get to
actually thrashing. The tranquil
instrumental Last Dawn leads into
the album closer Devastation which
is about the end of the world,
definitely a fitting song to end such a
fine album as Hall of the Mountain
King.
The key tracks on this album are
Strange Wings, The Price You Pay,
Devastation and 24 Hours Ago. If
any fault can be found on this album
it would be the lack of originality.
This is understandable, however,
since we are no longer living in the
early 70's, the formative years of
hard rock, when anything a band did
was original.
Surprisingly, this album is
developing a cult following for
Savatage right here at WLU as
every student who has the album
heaps nothing but praise on it. So go
buy yourself a copy of Hall of the
Mountain King before it becomes
the fashionable thing to do.
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Cheerleaders "raw" at OUAA's
By Cori Ferguson
The Wilfrid Laurier Cheerleaders
travelled to Ryerson this past week-
end for the Ontario Cheerleading
Championships. Despite two strong
routines, however, the squad only
managed a third place finish.
Top honours at the competition
were taken by the Western Varsity
squad with the Junior Mustangs
placing second. The Brock Badgers
rounded out the top four.
Laurier's squad showed surprising
confidence despite half of the team
arriving well into the practice time.
Nerves played a key role in the first
routine, as pyramids were shaky at
times, and the team's timing was a
bit off.
The second routine was per-
formed with more finesse than the
first as the squad was more at ease.
Although it lacked the originality of
the first, the lifts were stuck more
often. The only fault was that the
squad counted their beats out loud,
making the routine appear to have
been only recently learned.
Although Western's varsity squad
won the competition, their Juniors
are the team to beat next time
around. They showed great potential
and in many ways were superior to
the Varsity team.
Brock did an excellent job with
both oftheir performances but surpris-
ingly only managed a fourth-place
finish. The squad was almost twice
the size of the other teams which
made timing more difficult yet they
were generally in time. Their dance
routine was well-executed and even
though one cheerleader was injured
during the first routine, the Badgers
managed to re-work the second
routine to accommodate the injury
without serious incident.
The University of Waterloo put a
new team together this year and
have made amazing progress since
September. The Warriors put on a
veryrespectable show and could be
definite contenders next year.
The six-school competition was
rounded out by the University of
Toronto. The ÜBC cheerleaders
bounced in for a pre-Vanier Cup
practice (and obviously they didn't
try hard enough ha ha ha) and ran
away with the Spirit Award.
Once again, the competition also
included a mascot award. The Hawk,
which had won this section of the
championships the past two years
failed to place in the top three this
time around. The York Yeoman
took first-place honours, followed
by the Brock Badger and the U of T
Beaver. Due to the success of this
year's football team the Hawk only
had four days to come up with a
routine. Other mascots strutting
their spirit-spawning stuff were the
Ryerson Ram and the Western
Mustang, (and you thought the
Guelph Gryphon was funny
looking!)
The 1987Laurier competitionCheer-
leading Squad consists of Ronnie
Bergeron, Laurel Graham, Heather
Muir, Mary Ruf, Bobbie-Lyn Smith,
Christine Spence, Sue Young, Bob
Hewson, Steve Morrison, James
Darling, Rob MacLeod, Clark Olson,
Steve Smith, and Harold
Wiederman.
Cord
photo
by
Joan
Sandberg
Golden Hawks bronzed: It was a change from the norm, as the cheerleaders were not on the sidelines, but
the main attraction at the OUAA Cheerleading championships last weekend at Ryerson. Runners-up last year,
the Golden Guysand Girls slipped to third-place, due to their hectic football obligations. Two-time champ, "the
Hawk" also suffered from being away from the nest too long as it didn't place in the top three.
V-ball meets their Waterloo
By Jacqueline Slaney
Every year, it's the same old story.
Once again, the Waterloo Warriors
pummelled the men's volleyball
Golden Hawks 3-0 last Tuesday, by
scores of 15-1, 15-8 and 15-11. The
loss left the Hawks with a record of
two wins and two losses for the
season.
Perennially in the top two in the
division, Waterloo proved to be
Laurier's toughest competition so
far this season. With their size (the
entire squad is 6' or taller) and
experience, the Warriors will be
ranked among the top ten teams in
the nation this season.
Unfortunately, the contrasts in
the two sides found Laurier unable
to conjure up a winning effort. The
first game closed with a 15-1 Warrior
victory, despite the Hawks' strong
attempts at retrieving several
Warrior spikes.
Game two saw WLU off to a
better start as the Hawks were
better prepared to block Waterloo's
efforts to spike the ball. Laurier's
performance improved as they
began to play more offensively-
minded.Strong serving by John Bald
and spikes by Keith Harris-Lowe
and Bobby Smith helped the Hawks
gain momentum. Waterloo failed to
overpower the Hawks this time with
their forceful kills; however, points
gained by a few crucial mid-court
attacks allowed the Warriors to over-
come Laurier by a 15-8 tally.
The third and final game proved
to be the closest competition of the
evening. Although the outcome was
a 15-11 Waterloo count, Laurier
gained some impressive points. The
strategically-placed serves of first-
year setter Greg Tennyson scored
five consecutive points. Although
considered a risk, Laurier's most
successful rallies against the
Warriors were when they ran quick
starts keeping the ball upfront.
"It was the best chance we had of
scoring against a team of Waterloo's
calibre," said Coach Don Smith.
The Warriors' consistently solid
front and back lineups recognized
and exploited a weakness in WLU's
back line.
Yet, Laurier's continued improve-
ment each game showed their
potential, if not their inexperience
against top-notch opposition.
Considering that five of the twelve
Hawks dressed were freshmen,
Coach Smith believes the team will
An upcoming tournament this week-
end will see the Hawks participate in
the Guelph Invitational. Ontario
powers Waterloo, Queen'sand York
will serve up against American
schools Purdue and Notre Dame.
Laurier's first-round matchup will be
against the Ohio State Buckeyes on
Friday night at 8:00. In regular
season action, Smith's troupe will
encounter the Western Mustangs
this Thursday (tonight) at 8 p.m. in
the A.C.
Flying high: Despite the hard-hitting of Keith Harris-Lowe, the Golden
volleyball Hawks were shut-out 3-0 by the powerful, tree-like Waterloo
Warriors in OUAA action last week. Above, Harris-Lowe pummels a
Greg Tennyson (4) set to the opposition Cord photo by Grant Tay|<)r
Lady Hawks attacked
By Serge Grenier
Remember a few years back when everyone claimed to have a Big Mac
attack?
The Laurier women's volleyball squad faced a big McMaster Marauder
squad last Tuesday down in Hamilton and fell to their attack by a 3-0
score. The Steeltown spikers downed the Lady Hawks by scores of 15-5,
15-8and 15-13to maintain their first-place standing in the OWIAA West,
while the Hawks evened their record at 2-2.
The Hawks put forth a strong effort against the league's best team, but
it just was not enough to take a game from Mac. Mac's big, young squad
played at a very high skill level and hit "like no other women's team that
I've seen recently," according to Coach Cookie Leach. She was pleased
with her squad's performance, especially the team blocking, but there
was little they could do against their opposition's precise, powerful hits.
The leading hitters for Laurier were Fatti Smith and Allison McGee
with 12 kills each. The starting six of Smith, McGee, Sue Brown, Edith
Edinger, Cathy Hall and Sue Lankowski played the whole game again,
perhaps a sign that Leach wants her rookies to get more practice time
before seeing game action.
On the weekend, the Lady Hawks travelled to the University of Toledo
to compete in its yearly tournament. They compiled a record of 1-3 in
their pool, with their victory coming against Seneca College by a 3-1
score. They were defeated in encounters against Eastern Michigan,
Toledo and Michigan Tech by scores of 3-0, 3-0 and 3-2 respectively. It
was a playoff preparation tournament for the American schools, who
have been playing since late August. Their next scheduled tournament is
this weekend in Guelph, where they will face McGill in first-round
competition.
Two crucial home games are coming up for the Lady Hawks in the
next few days. Tonight (Thursday), they will face the Guelph Gryphons
at the Complex at 6:00 p.m., before the men's game. Last year, they
finished tied for fourth with the Gryphons but missed the playoffs since
they were shutout in their season series. On Tuesday, December 1, they
will host the Waterloo Athenas at 8:00 p.m.. Last year, the two teams
split their season series. The team's performance in these games will goa
long way in showing if they have the gumption to go to the playoffs this
year.
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Lakehead Iynched
By Rob Mann
The Lady Hawks travelled to Hamilton last weekend to compete in a
four-team exhibition tournament at Mac. In first round play, Laurier
went up against Lakehead and won the match 53-46. Kris Peel was the
high scorer at 14 while Kelly Lynch had a great game off the bench,
shooting six for six from the floor and hauling down seven rebounds.
Catherine Foulon contributed eight points and came up with 11,
The Northern Untario squad was at home in the meat freezer-like
McMaster gymnasium, and the Lady Hawks were forced to bundle up
with blankets. Coach Jeffries was back at the helm, and despite the frigid
temperatures warmed up to the win against this relatively unknown
team, (this is the first time these two teams have ever met). Lakehead has
given good teams from the west solid competition this year and will soon
be entering Laurier's division.
McMaster gave York the slip in first round play 58-53, setting up a
Mac-Laurier final. In a repeat of last year's third-place OWIAAgame, the
powerful Mac rival defeated the Lady Hawks 65-44 and won the
tournament. The Lady Hawks kept close in the first half but had trouble
hitting from the foul line and found themselves down by six at the half.
"Mac has a lot of depth," said Jeffries. Laurier was outrun in the
second half. With starting centre Foulon out with a possible stress
fracture in her ankle, guard Joan MacDonald still out of action with an
injured hand and starter Sue Little playing on bad ankles, Laurier found
itself well below full strength.
Renata Dykstra played a strong game while Kelly Lynch's performance
in the final, netting 13 points and seven rebounds earned her tournament
all-star honours. The Lady Hawk game against Mac was their third trip to
the final in four tournaments so far this year. They play host to Waterloo
on the 25th and then travel to Toronto to compete in an exhibition
tournament at York.
Hoopsters' shipfull ofholes in losses
Voyage north fruitless
By Brad Lyon
"It was quite a weekend!"
Coach Chris Coulthard, in this
quotation, employs perhaps the
most succinct way to sum up the
experiences of the Laurier Golden
Hawks men's basketball team last
weekend at The Laurentian Classic.
The Hawk lost all three of their
matches in the Nickel capital of
Ontario. They opened the weekend
with an 87-68 loss to the host
Voyageurs, which Coulthard
reported was plagued by poor
officiating. The Hawks held a six
point lead at the half, 45-39, only to
see it evaporate in the second half,
thanks in part to some questionable
foul calls. Michael Alessio was the
most notable victim of this
refereeing, as he fouled out early in
the second half, depriving the Hawks
of this season's most dangerous
scoring threat.
University of Regina Rams
provided the opposition for the
Hawks in the second game of the
weeken series, handing Laurier a
40-point loss, 89-49. There was to be
no question of the officiating in this
game, though. The Rams were up
by 11 at the half, and never looked
back in the second frame, as the
Hawk offence and defence simply
disintegrated before the powerful
Ram attack.
The final game saw the Hawks
take on the eventual tournament
champion Bishop's, losingB6-59. The
score is somewhat misleading,
though, as Laurier was hamstrung
by the loss of the entire Beal Brigade.
Tony Marcotullio, David Kleuskens
and Alessio were all absent for this
game, attending an engagement in
London.
The remaining Hawks performed
impressively in their absence, even
though only nine players were
dressed. They were able tokeep the
game close in the first half, trailing
by a mere five points. But, as has
been their problem all season, the
Hawks were simply unable to keep
up the pressure for the entire forty
minutes.
Coulthard admits that a portion
of the blame for the team's poor
showing to date must be laid at his
doorstep. "We're running an offence
that the team can't win with. It's the
same offence we used two years ago
when we were a slower team. This
year's team simply has more talent.
It just took me too long to recognize
it."
The major problem has been that
the Hawks can play a good first half,
but when the opposition adjusts to
the Hawk game plan at halftime, the
Hawks cannot readjust.
In this vein, Coulthardalso admits
that the team needs some diversifi-
cation. "You can't blame the players
totally. When you lose by forty
points, the coach has to be in there
somewhere, too."
According to Coulthard, the
bench has not been performing as
consistently as was expected when
the season commenced, and that
has to contribute to the early season
problems being experienced by the
Hawks. On the other hand, he notes
that several players have been
improving noticeably, especially
Alessio and Mike Demaree, but it is
simply not enough at this stage in
the season.
The Hawks next competition is
this weekend in Brock, where the
Hawks will encounter squads from
Ryerson and Ottawa. This
tournament will form a watershed in
the Hawks exhibitions thus far, since
it will be important for the team to
show that they can stay close in the
second half and play a full game.
Pool Hawks
in the swim
By Lynn Cullen
This past weekend, the Laurier
Women's Swim Team competed at
the McMaster Women's Invitational
Swim Meet. For the small number of
members that comprise the Laurier
squad, an excellent showing was
made.
Lenore Doucette placed first in
the 200 metre breaststroke and in
the 100 metre butterfly. Julie
Cameron took fourth in the 100
metre breaststroke, while Kathy
Coats, Lynn Cullen and Alice Ishii
also finished extremely well in the
100 metre backstroke.
Doucette's time of one minute, 8
seconds for the 100 metre butterfly
has qualified her for the CIAU
championships in Toronto on March
4-6. With this placing, and other
improvements on the team, the
squad has a chance to be top
contenders in the province this
season.
Next weekend, the women have a
meet at the University of Toronto.
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Ahh, the spontaneity of youth. To travel in whichever Looking for ways to escape? Head out with a friend.
direction the wind blows. No plans. Canadian Airlines International.
No reservations. I lISF .IwmHHM! t, . • •,. ,
I I he spirit takes wing.
Canadian Airlines International jm»m «>>
welcomes aboard the footloose Mag?
traveller with this special offer: J|f .
those under age 22 travelling j
can save up to 50% on the regular rairfare for any flight within Canada. ,J -g •
That gives you a lot of ways to gflP I QTIQ(|I tl
save. Because we fly to more
"* vilXti- XX
towns and cities in Canada than Hjggjp
any other airline on this continent. I™''" ''': '1 Canadian Airlines International UNICEF cards save lives.
Buy UNICEF cards.
Scoreboard
OUAA Central Hockcy
Results:
York 10, Guelph 2 York 5, Windsor 1
Toronto 8, McMaster 2 Waterloo 6, Guelph 1
Western 8, Toronto 5 Toronto 4, Waterloo 3
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at Ryerson (Sat. 28th)
Waterloo at LAURIER (Dec 2 7:30)
OUAA East Hockey
Results: Ottawa 7, RMC 6
Queen's 10, RMC 4 McGil! 0, RMC 0
McGill 7, ttawa 2 McGill 4, RMC 4
OUAA West Hockey
Results:
Ryerson 8, Brock 6
Ryerson 4. McMaster 1
Brock 7, Laurentian 4
Windsor 12, Ryerson 5
Brock 7, Laurentian 6
OUAA West Volleyball
Results:
McMaster 3, Guelph 2
Waterloo 3, LAURIER 0
Windsor 3, Western 0
Windsor 3, Brock 0
Waterloo 3, Guelph 0
Western 3, McMaster 0
Upcoming Games:
Western at LAURIER (Thur. 8:00)
LAURIER at McMaster (Sat. 28th)
OWIAA West Volleyball
Results:
Western 3, Windsor 2
McMaster 3, LAURIER 0
Waterloo 3, Guelph 1
Windsor 3, Brock 0
McMaster 3, Western 0
Upcoming Games:
Gu Iph at LAURIER (Thur. 6:00)
Flying HawksThe 21-year old businessstudent skated with precisionand grace during the U of W
Invitational last weekend. Adam
captured the gold medal in the
dance competition and also
added a bronze in the open
singles event.
The sophomore arts student
from Waterloo had a productive
weekend for the Hawks in a pair
of exhibition games against Kent
State. Carlaw picked up three
goals and two assists in the
series, including an overtime
winner.
artist's rendition due to no pics artist's rendition due to no pics
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Team GP W L T F APts
York 10 10 0 0 62 19 20
Western 10 6 2 2 56 36 14
Waterloo 8 5 2 1 50 27 11
Toronto 9 5 4 0 51 49 10
LAURIER 9 4 4 1 59 42 9
Guelph 10 2 7 1 43 66 5
Team GF W L T F APts
UQTR 7 6 1 0 47 14 12
McGill 11 4 4 3 47 45 11
Ottawa 11 5 5 1 46 54 11
Concordia 7 4 1 2 36 23 10
Queen's 11 3 7 1 47 64 7
RMC 15 1 11 3 50103 5
Team GP W L T F APts
Ryerson 12 6 6 0 59 76 12
Windsor 8 5 2 1 44 22 11
Brock 9 5 3 1 53 46 11
Laurentian 10 5 5 0 55 47 10
McMaster 13 0 12 1 19 91 1
Team GP W L T F APts
Waterloo 6 6 0 0 18 1 12
McMaster 5 3 2 0 10 8 6
Guelph 6 3 3 0 12 12 6
LAURIER 4 2 2 0 8 7 4
Western 4 2 2 0 6 7 4
Windsor 6 2 4 0 7 12 4
Brock 5 0 5 0 1 15 0
Team GF W L T F APts
McMaster 5 5 0 0 15 1 10
Windsor 6 4 2 0 15 10 8
Waterloo 4 3 1 0 10 6 6
LAURIER 4 2 2 0 7 8 4
Guelph 5 2 3 9 10 4
Western 5 1 4 0 5 14 2
Brock 5 0 5 0 3 15 0
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■ FREE ■
'. COKE I
■ ■
■ WITH THIS AD ■
■ ■
■ Minimum $3.00 purchase fl
■ ■
TUt o R I G I N A L
MON & TUES
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!!
SHOWTIME 9PM
WED. BOY'S NIGHT OUT
See what
99$
will get you!
| (Set $2.00 off I
with this ad for
Sunday Brunch 11 - 2PM
MINGLES
607 Kina St. W. 743-8233
Kitchener
MUG
SHOTS.
Chocolate Mug Shot Coffee Mug Shot
Hot chocolate Hot black coffee
Shot of Southern Comfort Shot of Southern Comfort
Top with mini-marshmaUows Teaspoon of sugar
Top with whipped cream
Faculty of Education
The Faculty of Education at Nipissing University College
is a limited enrolment program designed to prerare
students for the realities of the classroom. Our core
program, in addition to prescribed ministry compulsory
subjects includes art, music, physical education and
computers in the classroom. Our small class size of
approximately 35 students ensures personal attention
from professors.
Yes 1 would like to learn more about the one-year
□ second degree program leading to a Bachelorof Education and Ontario Teacher's Certificate.
Y I would like information on the program
options of "Education of Native Children",
"LanguageTeaching : Frenchor "Religious
, Education in the Roman Catholic Separate Schools". ,
} (
Yes
□ I would like to learn more about the CarlSanders Scholarships and the Teach North Awards
WhhhhW
yes I would like more information on your 720 acre
□ campus, nature trails, groomed cross-countryski trails, lake and modern townhouse
For more information write to the Registrar's Office at:
f| NipissingUniversity CollegeAffiliated with Laurentian University
Box 5002, North Bay Ontario PlB SL.7 (705)474 3450
112 N
Name
Address
Postal Code
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COMPUTER
BONANZA
It Wouldn't Take a Genius... 3
to see that this is a great
deal.
hhhhhi
■Bfe Built and Backed in
f'"" irmrfflwinm Kitchener/Waterloo
Image iEHT* ■■■■■
compy i tn s .iom,f!l'oS, „ . / ~— ™™ %•Parallel. Serial, & Game Ports -
» »•»•*• »-
-•
• •
—
•Real Time Clock / 1 fr|Ki* |* rr i 'i' i'i 'i* i' t'* *H- •Video Board & Monitor / [fwfj MSt" 1' |* |' f° |" |' |' J |: B '1111 l t-1 *\- w\
%Keyboard & Manual / fI*II*I' I I I' V y
Complete Systsm
$995
COMPUTER BOOK AND SUPPLY CENTRE
170 University Ave.W., Waterloo
University Plaza II 746-2450
1263 Bay St. 6062 Yonge St. 1804 West Broadway
Toronto, Ont. Willowdale, Ont. Vancouver, B.C.
I 416-926-0064 416-222-61 604 - 733- 3541
